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1 INTRODUCTION
The Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA), a Federally Funded Research
and Development Center (FFRDC), conducts research on behalf of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC). During the course of research and technical assistance work, conducted in support
of NRC, various geospatially referenced data sets are required to evaluate and characterize geologic issues
and data sets. Many geospatially referenced data sets are required to cross reference geologic data with
geologic, cultural, locational. or other map information. To aid in the management of geospatial data sets,
a semi-automated library and geospatial database has been established using the ARC/INFO software.
This software is from the commercial vendor Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) of
Redlands, California. The library and geospatial database were originally assembled to assist NRC funded
research and technical assistance work conducted by the CNWRA. However, the applicability of this GIS
library to technical assistance work conducted by the NRC staff has been recognized, and access has been
requested. This CDROM distribution of the GIS library and geospatial database has been developed to
provide an orderly and version-identifiable distribution of data sets that are static or near static in nature
to the NRC and other parties requiring access to data sets developed or assembled with public monies.
This CDROM distribution represents version 0.12 of the GIS library and geospatial database. Additional
versions will be distributed when warranted by the growth of the library and database.
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2 DISCLAIMER LIMITATION OF RESPONSIBILITIES AND
LIABILITIES
This library is provided -as is.' and suitability and fitness for use in any particular application
is the responsibility of end users of this GIS library and geospatial database. Users of this GIS library
must ascertain that (i) any data set used out of this GIS library and geospatial database is (or are) the
complete set(s) of information required. and (ii) the quality of the data meet the project's specifications
of quality and fitness for use.
Also see the file aalegal. doc on the CDROM.
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3 INTENDED AUDIENCE AND USER PROFILE
ARC/INFO users of this GIS library and geospatial database are assumed to possess at a
minimum skills: (i) at or beyond the level developed in the pedagogical textbook UnderstandingGIS, The
ARC/INFO Method published by Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) (ISBN 1-879102-07-2),
and (ii) UNIX Bourne and C-shell interaction skills through chapter four of the text The UNIX
ProgrammingEnvironment by Brian W. Kernighan and Rob Pike (ISBN 0-13-937681-X). Equivalent skill
and experience may be applicable.

Non-ARC/INFO users are assumed to be skilled at UNIX and C with a proficiency at or beyond
chapter six of Kernighan and Pike (or an equivalent text).
Strictly ARC/INFO users with no C or UNIX background may use this CDROM distribution,
but such users must know how to mount CDROM media on their ARC/INFO host system, and link to
this CDROM via their ARC/INFO shell and session (see QUICK STARTUP below).
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4 SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS
HARDWARE: A CDROM drive with interface software is required. In order to read all
information on the CDROM. the interface software must be capable of reading the RockRidge extensions
to the ISO-9660 CDROM standard. RockRidge extensions are generally straightforward on UNIX
systems. MS-DOS and Macintosh system users should consult their CDROM driver software manuals.
SOFTWARE: To fully utilize the ARC/INFO geospatial data sets, version 6.1 of ARC/INFO
is required. Users without access to ARC/INFO may access the raw vector and raster information stored
in the subdirectories/workspaces named rawlin and rawbil. An ability to correctly handle UNIX
newline characters is required (see QUICK STARTUP below).
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5 QUICK STARTUP-ARC/INFO USER
The following sequence will allow most ARC/INFO users in most UNIX environments to
immediately begin to utilize datasets from this CDROM:
1.

Insert the CDROM on your system. Electronically mount and make the CDROM file
system available to the host file system as is required by the host system.

2.

At the ARC: prompt, define a global variable of the form:
&setvar .gislib = <path to CDROM mount point>
As an example (under SunOS):
&setvar .gislib = /cdrom
Note that / cdrom must be lower case. / CDROM will not function with ARCIINFO.

3.

In ARCPLOT, begin using the coverages thus:
mapext %.gislib%/dems/ymlocal/esunshdz4
gridpaint %.gislib%/dems/ymlocal/esunshdz4 # # # gray

At the end of your ARC/INFO session, type:
&delvar %.gislib%

and dismount and eject the CDROM from your file system.

5.1

QUICK STARTUP-NON ARC/INFO USER

ARC/INFO demands file names that violate the 8.3 file name limitation of MS-DOS (eight
characters before the "dot" separator. and three trailing characters), and thus the IS0-9660 CDROM file
system standard. See Appendix A for discussion. Because of this, CDROM driver software on some
systems may be confused in some subdirectories/workspaces of this CDROM. Results depend on vendor
choices in CDROM driver software, and allowances for RoclcRidge extensions to the IS0-9660 CDROM
standard.
Most data sets on this CDROM are stored in plain formats that can be read by many different
systems and application software, depending upon CDROM driver software. See ARC/INFO command
references for UNGENERATE utility for more information.
WARNING, Mac and MS-DOS users: If a list of files is obtained as follows:
aat arc arx bnd lab ink log nat prj tic
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RECOGNIZE THAT NO DOS OR MACINTOSH USABLE FILES ARE STORED
file
coverage
ARC/INFO
an
is
SUBDIRECTORY/WORKSPACES WITH SUCH A FILE LIST. This

please
list, and only ARC/INFO is capable of decoding these files correctly. For non-ARC/INFO use,

not particular
refer to the rawlin and rawbil subdirectories/workspaces. which have generic files

to ARCIINFO.

5.1.1

INSTRUCTIONS
1.

Insert the CDROM on your system. Electronically mount the CDROM as required by
your CDROM software to make the file system of the CDROM available to the file
system of the host computer.

2.

Begin immediately to access text and image files in the usual manner for CDROM use
on the host machine.

In rawlin and rawbil subdirectories/workspaces. lines and records of ASCII text files
(line
are hard terminated with a newline character (for this particular CDROM, ASCII character 10
to
feed)). This is the UNIX standard line or record terminator. Mac and MS-DOS systems may have
other
use
systems
MS-DOS
and
Macintosh
as
modify their CDROM driver software to accommodate.
line and record termination schemes. See Appendix A for discussion.
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6 BACKGROUND AND INTENT
This is version 0.12 of the GIS library and geospatial database in use at the CNWRA. As
originally established. the GIS library and geospatial database was intended to support CNWRA
investigations in structural geology. The applicability and usefulness of the library was recognized and
it is being expanded to include data from other disciplines. This CDROM distribution has been assembled
to provide an orderly and version-identifiable distribution. While other uses of this geospatial database
are not excluded, applicability, suitability, and fitness of data for other usage by individuals and
organization outside the CNWRA is not guaranteed.
This GIS library and geospatial database has been spun-off from activities in a number of
geologic setting projects at the CNWRA, primarily, the structural geology, hydrology, tectonics, and
volcanism projects. Thus, the focus of geospatial data sets lies with these projects. This focus is expected
to evolve as other projects contribute and add their independently acquired data sets and map coverages.
No GIS library and geospatial database distribution was originally planned. However, demand
for organized. low start-up effort data sets continues to grow. In order to (i) accommodate this demand,
and (ii) burden existing project work as little as possible. this CDROM has been established as the
distribution vehicle to address these constraints and demands.
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7 GIS LIBRARY DISTRIBUTION GOALS
A number of goals were established for this GIS library distribution:
* HETEROGENEOUS HARDWARE ACCESS: Provide CNWRA users of UNIX. MS-DOS,
Apple Macintosh. and other platforms basic data access to vector and raster map coverages
assembled in one library for the Yucca Mountain (YM) Nevada area.
* HETEROGENEOUS SOFTWARE ACCESS: Provide ARC/INFO users with ready-to-plot
vector and raster map coverages of the YM Nevada area, yet keep the data sets in open file
formats, readable by many different text editors, commercial and custom plotting
applications, cartographic and CAD/CAM software applications.
* DISTRIBUTION: Promote wide distribution of vector and raster map coverages on machine
readable media, suitable for use on many platforms.
* READ ONLY MEDIA: Provide temporal snapshots of library development and evolution.
Promote distribution on a medium that is version identifiable and prevents accidental
modifications.
* MINIMAL MAINTENANCE: Once produced, data sets archived to CDROM are almost
maintenance free (no backups required), and data set integrity is relatively immune to
changes in ambient office environment. Data sets archived to CDROM are also immune to
accidental erasure or modification commands and instruction.
* DATASET REDUNDANCY: Storage and archive of data sets across dozens of low cost
media ($1.25 to $3.50 per copy) drastically decrease the chances and danger of catastrophic
and complete loss. Any one copy may be duplicated to produce an identical, bit-for-bit
image to replace lost media.
* PEDIGREE TRACKING: Promote clear delineation and demarcation of data set sources,
and provide snapshot indications of data set sources. Prevent data set co-mingling without
clear pedigree tracking. At critical or major version changes, GIS library will be 'frozen"
to one or more CDROM's to promote low cost, wide and fixed version distribution.
* RESIDUAL DATASET SET-ASIDE: Some data sets are of only a passing interest, speaking
to only to a few, short lived technical or regulatory concerns. While not worthy of
expensive, real-time on-line disk storage for long periods, their pivotal role in some decision
making process or evaluation encourages their archive and capture to CDROM.
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8 GIS LIBRARY FILE SYSTEM CONTENTS-VERSION 0.12
This CDROM contains geospatial data focused on the nine 7.5 minute quadrangle area about
YM Nevada. Both raster and vector data sets are included. Geospatial data are organized in a hierarchical
file system, with abbreviated names (for a discussion of file nomenclature and file naming constraints,
see Appendix A).
A complete, recursive listing of the file tree on this CDROM is beyond the scope of this
document. An abbreviated file list is included here to illustrate the major divisions and types of data
included in this distribution. This file tree list has been extensively pruned to aid illustration and
discussion. Root level categories are: DEMS, FAULTS, HYDRO, HYPSO, ROADS, and SLAR.
DEMS subdirectory/workspace contains Digital Terrain Elevation Data (DTED) and shaded
reliefs for two resolutions of raster data: (i) Goldfield and Death Valley 1x2 degree (1:250,000 scale)
domains of California and Nevada. at 3 arc seconds resolution (subdirectory/workspace dvgf 3sec),
and (ii) nine each 7.5 minute quadrangles (1:24,000 scale) about YM Nevada, at 30 meter resolution
(subdirectory/workspace ymlocal)
FAULTS subdirectory/workspace contains CNWRA digital tracings of faults published on the
maps of Dohrenwend and others (1991 thorough 1993), Frizzel et al. (1990), Jennings (1992), Nakata
et al. (1982), and O'Neill et al. (1992). These fault maps were digitized from paper map copies using
ARC/INFO. The resolution of these fault traces vary, depending upon the scale of the original maps.
Thus not all maps are applicable at all scales. The original maps should be consulted to obtain an
indication of the degree of resolution that can be demanded from each of these maps. Simple (xy) raw
line data are available in the RAWLIN subdirectory/workspace for use by applications software other than
ARC/INFO (basically output from the ARC/INFO UNGENERATE command).
HYDRO subdirectory/workspace contains hydrographic vectors (streams) for nine 7.5 minute
quadrangles (1:24,000 scale) about YM Nevada. These data were purchased from the USGS in DLG
(digital line graph) format, and converted into formats suitable for use in ARC/INFO. Simple (xy) raw
line data are available in the RAWLIN subdirectory/workspace for use by applications software other than
ARC/INFO (UNGENERATE output).

HYPSO subdirectory/workspace contains hypsographic vectors (topographic contours) for nine
7.5 minute quadrangles (1:24,000 scale) about YM Nevada. These data were purchased from the USGS
in DLG format, and converted into formats suitable for use in ARC/INFO. Simple (x,y) raw line data
are available in the RAWLIN subdirectory/workspace for use by applications software other than
ARC/INFO (UNGENERATE output).

ROADS subdirectory/workspace contains road and trail vectors for nine 7.5 minute quadrangles
(1:24.000 scale) about YM Nevada. These data were purchased from the USGS in DLG format, and
converted into formats suitable for use in ARC/INFO. Simple (xy) raw line data are available in the
RAWLIN subdirectory/workspace for use by applications software other than ARC/INFO
(UNGENERATE output).

SLAR subdirectory/workspace contains Synthetic Aperture Radar/Side Looking Airborne Radar
(SAR/SLAR) imagery for the middle third of both Goldfield and Death Valley I x2 degree quadrangles
8-1
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(1:250.000 scale). These data were purchased from the USGS on 9-track magnetic tape, formatted as
8-bit unsigned binary files. The file format was similar to the Planetary Data Systems (PDS) format used
by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. See Appendix B for more detail. The ground pixel resolution of this
data is 12 meters. Each pixel is an indication of X-Band (8.0 to 12.0 gigahertz) radar backscatter. and
was received renormalized into the 0-255 integer range. Original files have been modified slightly so that
ARC/INFO users can display this SLAR data in a first order map registered space using the MAPWARP
and IMAGE commands of ARCPLOT. Non-ARC/INFO users must be able to read unsigned. 8-bit
integer binary files (referred to as Band Interleaved by Line (BIL) files in some remote sensing image
processing software). Map registration of SLAR imagery varies from very good near the YM site (few
tens of meters) to poor at the north-south extremes of the SLAR scans (few hundreds of meters). SLAR
imagery was acquired by the USGS contractor in some unknown scanner space. and reprojection into a
true map space is probably impossible (scanner distortions are unknown). On this CDROM. SLAR
imagery has been registered to UTM map space using a first order linear transformation.
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9 LIBRARY USAGE NOTES
Instructions regarding detailed utilization and exploitation of data sets stored on this CDROM
are beyond the scope of this document. This is because: (i) exploitation of a data set is a matter of
personal or project goals and (ii) data set utilization is heavily documented in the ESRI manuals.
However, a few usage notes should be discussed that are common challenges for users.

9.1

ORGANIZATION OF STORAGE-ACCESS TO DATA SETS

Geospatial data is organized in three different formats: ARC/INFO "coverages,' a raw format,
and related file sets stored in subdirectories.
COVERAGES: On this CDROM, all data sets are stored in subdirectories and files.
ARC/INFO users without the benefit of UNIX Bourne or C-shell experience, may find the distinction
between subdirectories and workspaces and coverages confusing. ARC/INFO will recognize some
subdirectories as a workspace. some subdirectories as a coverage, and some as neither a workspace nor
a coverage (file svstem subdirectories). This is because ARC/INFO uses UNIX file system subdirectories
for both workspaces and coverages. The difference depends on the method of subdirectory creation. There
are three methods:
*

Subdirectories created with the CREATEWORKSPACE command of ARC/INFO will
be recognized as ARC/INFO workspaces.

*

Subdirectories created through coverage generation in ARC/INFO are recognized as
coverages.

*

Subdirectories created outside of ARC/INFO are not recognized as either workspaces or
coverages by ARC/INFO. However, these subdirectories maybe accessed via standard
file system exploration techniques outside the ARC/INFO shell (i.e. UNIX cd in the
Bourne or C-shells).

RAW FORMAT: ARC/INFO provides a vector output utility, UNGENERATE, which
converts coverages from an ARC/INFO proprietary format to a raw file of ASCII (xy) coordinates.
These coordinates are in the same projection as the original coverage. With suitable application software,
the raw coordinates may be used in other mapping and drawing packages, without the aid of ARC/INFO.

9.2

COVERAGES VERSUS FILES

Single, individual files are never complete coverages in ARC/INFO. This is true of image files
as well, in spite of the fact that image files are not stored in their own subdirectory as vector or other
coverages are. A whole set of files is required by ARC/INFO to characterize a coverage.

9.3

DATA SCALE VERSUS MAP SCALE

GIS software such as ARC/INFO allows users of geospatial data to manipulate the data in ways
that may be new to the user, and in particular the ability to zoom-in at will to view/compare small details.
Users should be aware of two aspects of the zoom feature.
9-I
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9.3.1

Zoom on Vectors

Mathematically, a vector that starts at point (xl,yl) and ends at (x2,y2) will always be a straight
y2 have
line. regardless of the zoom or magnification. This is true so long as the numbers xl. yl, x2. and
at a
digitized
is
that
data
infinite precision-something a computer does not offer. Further, map
at
1: 1,000.000 scale may look fine plotted and compared to 1:100,000 scale data, but may be unusable
1:100 scale. An example calculation will illustrate this point.
Most digitizer tablets have a resolution of 0.001 inch (1/1000). Experience has shown that the
human hand has a repeatability of about 0.005 inch (1/200). Thus if a human operator could repeatedly
digitize to 0.001 inches, and missed the 'true' line by only 0.001 inch on a paper map with 1: 1,000,000
scale, the line stored in the computer would miss the "true" line by 1000 inches (about 25 meters).
useful.
Projected onto a 1:100 scale map, data points with an uncertainty of 25 meters are not very
hand
their
of
Furthermore, human operators are generally five times worse in the repeatability
and
(0.005/0.001). This sort of data scale use error has occurred, especially when one person digitizes
resolution.
source
the
of
knowledge
another person attempts to zoom in and use the data, without
Vendors are attempting to address this "drill down" data scaling and resolution issue in their
care and
software. However, no limits exist with data sets on this CDROM. The user must exercise
understanding of data scale significance when zooming-in on vector coverages from this CDROM.

9.3.2

Zoom on Rasters

Two situations must be understood: (i) resolvability of pixels in printing, and (ii) resolution
output
downshift in processing and storage. The first is a function of the data resolution and the print
device. The second is specific to the ARC/INFO software. Both are addressed below.

9.3.2.1 Print Resolvability
Raster image data is handled on input by ARC/INFO (and many other GIS software
in an
applications) at full resolution. On output, a user can ask for a linear density of pixel information
point.
the
illustrate
will
example
And
image that has no meaning and no visible result on the print device.
Many PostScript printers have a 600 dot per inch (DPI) resolution. Three arc second,
pixel
1 x 1 degree Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data are delivered from the USGS in 1201 x 1201
in
degrees
6x6
is
(ground cell) blocks. If a digitally shaded relief of DEM data is desired for printing,
paper
size with one degree per linear inch, and the digitally shaded relief is printed on 8.5 x 11.0 inch
the
at 600dpi resolution, then there is twice as much DEM cell data as there are printer pixels to display
to
pixels
more
are
there
and
blurred,
or
data (1201/600 is slightly larger than 2.0). Information is lost
print than the printer can render (resolve) on the page.
Since linear density is only one of two dimensions of raster resolution, twice too much (2 x)
much
in a linear dimension is four times too much (4x) in an areal dimension. Thus four times as
should
Users
storage, computational time, and print engine rendering time is wasted for no net result.
this
be aware of this situation, as there is no automated method on this CDROM to prevent invocation of
situation.
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9.3.2.2 Resolution Downshift

An ever expanding zoom scale results in obviously large pixels of data. The real disadvantages
of this are obvious, and will not be discussed here. In ARC/Info, real challenges with raster data lies with
the zoom-out process and not the zoom-in process as is the case with vector data. An example will again
illustrate this point.
While raster image data is handled on input by ARC/INFO at full resolution. ARC/INFO
utilizes two software limits that downshift raster image resolution at critical points in map production
(these are rare conditions, but their potential for invocation must be kept in mind):
* The Arcplot PLOT command will sometimes attempt to save disk space and downshift raster
resolution in the conversion of a map composition to an ARC/INFO graphics metafile (see
Chapter 11, page 114 "Using a graphics file in ARC/INFO" in the reference manual Map
Display and Query, version 6.0 published by ESRI). The author has seen this occur twice,
and only for files with over 62 megabytes of raster. The exact conditions and limits that
trigger this downshift of resolution are uncertain.
* The Arc command POSTSCRIPT will sometimes attempt to save disk space and downshift
raster resolution in the conversion of an ARC/INFO graphics metafile to a Postscript page
description and print file. The author has seen this occur once with an 82 megabyte satellite
image. The exact conditions and limits that will trigger this downshift are unknown.
In both of these cases, the downshift produced no noticeable change in the final printed map,
map was expanded beyond the page size communicated to ARC/INFO. If the page size in
the
unless
ARCPLOT was set with the PAGESIZE command to "8.5xI1" inches, and then the generated
Postscript was expanded to a 54" inch wide poster image, the downshift in resolution is noticeable.
Large, blocky pixels were apparent.
While rare, no explicit controls of this resolution downshift process have been identified. The
SAR/SLAR images on this CDROM are sufficiently large to trigger these effects, and some care should
be exercised when processing and printing these image files through ARC/INFO.

9.4

DATA QUALITY

9.4.1

CNWRA Digitized Data

Maps and other vector data digitized from paper have been acquired using the ARC/INFO
software, and per the procedure outline in lessons 4, 5 and 6 of the pedagogical textbook Understanding
GIS, The ARC/INFO Method (ISBN 1-879102-07-2). This text is published by ESRI, the vendor of the
ARC/INFO software.

9.4.2

Purchased Data Quality

DLG, DEM and SAR/SLAR data have been purchased from the USGS, EROS Data Center in
Sioux Falls South Dakota. Quality and resolution of this data are addressed in publications DigitalLine
Graphsfrom 1:100,000 Scale Maps, Data Users Guide 2 (1989) and Digital Elevation Models, Data
9-3

Users Guide 5 (1993) both published by the USGS, Reston Virgina. Technical information concerning
the USGS SLAR Research Program or USGS SLAR data may be obtained from:
U.S. Geological Survey
521 National Center
Reston, VA 22092
Jay Donnelly (703) 648-5395
A tutorial introduction to SLAR data and its use is beyond the scope of this document.
However, an introduction to SLAR may be found on the CD-ROM "Western Mosaics." U.S. Geologic
Survey SLAR, for the I x2 degree quadrangles of: Ritzville, WA; Walla Walla, WA: Pendleton, CA;
Mariposa, CA; and Las Vegas, NV (Available to the public for $35.00 US from EROS Data Center,
Customer Service, Sioux Falls, SD, 57198. Telephone: (605) 594-6151).
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MISCELLANEOUS STANDARDS AND SPECIFICATIONS USED TO
CONSTRUCT GIS LIBRARY AND GEOSPATIAL DATABASE
BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY

File nomenclature is a perilous activity at best. Experience and perceptions vary as to how a
given set of data should be named when encapsulated in a machine readable file format. This situation
is compounded by the fact that different operating systems build file systems that suit their needs, usually
independent of a need to exchange data. The difficulties associated with exchangeability have been
exploited in detail by various vendors with the net effect of data exchange becoming more, rather than
less, difficult.
With the advent of the CDROM, a file-standard was developed by the International Standards
Organization (ISO), to address data exchange issues on the large data set transport capabilities of
CDROM. This file standard is referred to as ISO-9660.
On this CDROM. every attempt has been made to accommodate the file specifications of ISO9660. thus ensuring maximum transportability. On the downside, the ISO-9660 format is tied to the file
name limitations of DOS (see discussion below) and thus excludes useful features such as (a) long, truly
descriptive file names, and (b) 'soft links"-small files that allow a single file to appear as many different
leaves on the file tree, yet only be stored once (huge file space savings with access convenience). On the
upside, adherence to ISO-9660 allows the maximum number of platforms to read CDROM information.
The file tree on this CDROM has been organized to be as self explanatory as possible. The file tree has
been designed to be as shallow as possible, and thus prevent traversal of a large number of branches.
GENERAL NOTES
Some CDROM development policies were adopted to aid wider distribution.
POLICY: All text files will be in flat ASCII format with "hard" (explicit) returns. This will
assist maximum readability across all platforms. The downside is that explicit returns inject extraneous
line feeds and carriage returns on some systems with certain sets of CDROM driver software.
POLICY: As space permits, all data sets will be duplicated in both a "plain" format and in
ARC/INFO specific format. This will allow both the primary audience (ARC/INFO users) and secondary
audiences (UNIX, DOS, Macintosh, and etc. without the benefit of ARC/INFO) to access the contents
of this CDROM. (For a discussion of 'plain" file types, see the BINARY FILES discussion below in this
document).
DEFINITIONS
In order to provide a common nomenclature amoung the different file systems (Macintosh, MSDOS, and UNIX), and to promote a better understanding of file interchange challenges presented to
CDROM users, the following definitions will be used:
*
*

workspace" = = DOS and UNIX subdirectory; a Mac "folder".
coverage" may or may not equal DOS, Mac or UNIX file.
A-1

one or more
* coverage" is often a directory (folder) of many related files used to store
ARC/INFO map layers.
* "file" = = binary or text file.
* text file" = = flat ASCII file readable by DOS, Mac and UNIX.
ASCII and binary that
* "PostScript" = = files containing ASCII, binary, or combination of
Systems Inc., of
Adobe
by
developed
utilize the page description programming language
and graphics
text
for
Mountain View California. and is implemented in many printers
printing.
with variously defined
* "EPS" = = files containing PostScript language constructs prefixed
"encapsulation" parameters attempting to promote multi-document printing.
MAP AND CARTOGRAPHIC PRODUCT PROJECTIONS
letters of the file name.
Projections are generally denoted in coverage names by the last three
is a one degree tick
grdlgeo
This will aid both ARC/INFO and non-ARC/INFO users. For example:
grdlutm can be a one degree
mark grid coverage in geographic (cylindrical equidistant) projection:
Mercator projection (for
tick mark grid coverage of some specific UTM zone in a Universal Transverse
limitations discussion below).
discussion and rationale for cryptic file names. see the MS-DOS file name
to discover all parameters of
ARC/INFO users may use the describe <coverage> command
a coverage including the projection.
FILE NAMES
3 suffix characters).
Unfortunately, MS-DOS is limited to 8.3 file names (8 prefix characters,
of MS-DOS. The Mac Finder
This also degrades the ISO-9660 CDROM standard to the same limitations
in prefix or suffix. Both of these,
is limited to 31 characters total, regardless of the number of characters
has forced the GIS library file
and
and especially the MS-DOS file name limitation is very constrictive,
(with the absence of a longtree to "fan-out" into multiple subdirectories/workspaces as fast as possible
and describe a coverage
file name option, the subdirectory/file name path must be used to characterize soft links (special files
hard and
or data file). UNIX does not share these limitations, and also supports
on the file tree (provides file
'leaves"
that allow files to be stored once, yet the file may appear as many
limitations of MS-DOS and the
space savings with convenience of multiple access pointsl). The file name
been made to make file names
Mac Finder are accommodated as much as practicable. Every attempt has
from and for the versatility of
unique in the first 8.3 characters. However, this GIS library was created
software, especially
application
UNIX, and some of that versatility must be maintained for UNIX
violated.
have been
ARC/INFO. Thus, in some rare cases, MS-DOS file name limitations
LOWER CASE REFERENCES
are referenced and
Outside of the INFO shell of ARC/INFO, all file names and file path names
across software shells,
should be referenced in lower case. This is necessary for maximum transportability
and DOS, Mac, UNIX, etc. file systems.
file names be lowercase
On UNIX, ARC/INFO demands (i.e. is not negotiable in any way) that
this CDROM are in uppercase.
outside of ARC/INFO in the UNIX file system. Thus, no file names on
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UPPER CASE REFERENCES

Inside of the INFO shell of ARC/INFO, all file names and file path names are referenced and
should be referenced in UPPER CASE. This seems to be a peculiarity of the INFO database history.
IMAGE INTEGRATION
Image files are stored as simple 8 bit, uncompressed binary scan lines. This allows both
common usage from various other software applications, and accommodates the ARC/INFO paradigm.
The basic binary image file is accompanied by and annotated with a number of auxiliary files. For
example, a single band LandSat MSS image for the Nevada Test Site with geographic world registration
will be stored thus:
nts. bil

- the image block.

nts . bilw - pixel space to map space registration links.
nts. stx - image summary statistics in ASCII.
nts. hdr - image description summary in ASCII.
Applications outside ARC/INFO may access files * . bilw and * . hdr for image integration
summary parameters (i.e. hints on how to read image files).
TEXT FILES

There are three "standard" forms for "plain" ASCII text files. Each reflects the file system of
storage, especially with respect to storage of "hard returns." Each form represents an arbitrary choice
by vendors:
*
*
*

MS-DOS "plain" ASCII files hard terminates lines with ASCII characters 13 and 10
(carriage return and line feed).
Mac "plain" ASCII files hard terminates lines with only ASCII character 13 (carriage
return).
UNIX "plain" ASCII files hard terminates lines with only ASCII character 10 (line feed,
but commonly called "new line" on most UNIX systems).

In addition, MS-DOS ends files with ASCII character 26 (hexadecimal Oxia). The Mac and
UNIX filesysterns make no such demand to end a file. Consequently, at even the simplest level of
compatibility, ("plain" or "flat" ASCII text files), text file exchange is thwarted and confused by vendor
choices. Thus some systems will be required to make special efforts to read "plain" ASCII files. CDROM
software applications and utilities are sometimes shipped with a CDROM drive to mitigate this problem.
ARC/INFO compounds the situation by demanding that "plain" ASCII text files be hard
terminated with UNIX newline (ASCII 10) characters. This GIS library and spatial database was
developed under UNIX.
In order to access "plain" ASCII text files on this CDROM, MS-DOS and Mac user must make
special dispensation. These will depend upon the CDROM driver in use, and the CDROM driver software
and utilities shipped with the CDROM drive.
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UNIX
Outside of ARC, ARCPLOT. ARCEDIT, INFO, etc. shells, all text files are simple
character
'flat" ASCII files of less than 132 columns. Each line is hard terminated with UNIX newline
(ASCII-10).
BINARY FILES

of
Outside of ARC, ARCPLOT, ARCEDIT. INFO. etc. shells. all binary files are composed
There
megabytes).
20
than
less
8 and 16-bit bytes. This simple form is generally held for small files (i.e.
may be some form of a readme file to describe the binary file format.
may be
However, for large binary files, and if compression is used, the compression scheme
implied thorough files suffixes. Specific forms that are used include:
*

bil - binary interleave by line (see ARC/INFO image integration - this is a common
LandSat image format).

*
*

* . bin - Silicon
* . bip - binary

*

Graphics image files generally in a format identical to BIL.
interleave by pixel (see image integration - this is a possible satellite

image format).

- Silicon Graphics monochrome image files.
.bw
* * . gif - Compuserve 87 or 89 gif image compression.
files from the Army
* * .grs - Geographic Resource Analysis Support System (GRASS
*

*

Corp. of Engineers).

compressed files from the GNU "gzip" compression utility.
- Sun Raster RLC file of 8 bits in depth.
- Sun Raster RLC file of 24 bits in depth.
- Electronic Arts interchange file format.
* *.iff
* * . j peg - join photographic exchange graphic image file.
* * rgb - Silicon Graphics 24 bit image files.
*
*
*

* .gz * . im8
*. i24

* *.rlc - run length encoding.
tif
* *. Z
*

*

- tagged input file format (tiff).

- Limple-Ziv compression from the UNIX "compress" util.

The following are not strictly binary files types, but extent and organization tend best toward
text editors.
treatment as binary files types. Most are flat ASCII text files, but line lengths may confuse
adobe illustrator file.
- pixel image to map projection link file.
autocad exchange file.
ARC/INFO grid2ascii file output.
- image description header file.
* *.hdr
- ARC/INFO vector export output file.
* * . ln
* * . stx - pixel image statistical summary file.

*
*
*
*

* . ail
* bilw
* .dxf * grd -

POSTSCRIPT FILES

PostScript is a Page Description Language (PDL), as opposed to a Printer Control Language
desired image
(PCL, like the PCL embedded in Hewlett-Packard printers). PDLs describe how to cut the
A4

0

*

into the raster of the printer, and are true, full blown programming languages-with all the power and
challenges of programming languages.
PostScript comes in three forms. ASCII clear text. binary, and mixed binary and ASCII. If
included. PostScript files have been test printed through an Adobe Systems sanctioned interpreter before
inclusion in this GIS library. However, this is not always a sure-fire test of PostScript digestibility in
some semi-standard PostScript server loop or for "encapsulated" inclusion in some desktop publishing
program. But it does filter out many disasters. Commonly used PostScript file content suffixes in this GIS
library CDROM:
*

* . ps

*

* . cps

- flat ASCII PostScript level one documents. May include color requests.
- color postscript output. may include binary, level two PostScript components.

SPECIAL NOTE ON ENCAPSULATED POSTSCRIPT FILES
Many vendors make a strong distinction between "encapsulated" PostScript (EPS) and regular
PostScript files. Encapsulated PostScript files are prefixed and suffixed with a variable number of lines
of PostScript code (See Appendix C, "Structuring Conventions - Version 3.0," page 611 in the text
PostScript Language Reference Manual, 2nd edition, and published by Addison-Wesley, ISBN 0-20118127-18127). The stated intent of this prefix and suffix EPS code is to enable larger applications (such
as desktop publishing) to integrate PostScript output from many different applications in image
processing, drawing and drafting, map composition, word processing, etc. into a larger document (such
as a book). The ultimate goal is seamless and trouble free integration and publication of documents at the
PostScript level. Encapsulated PostScript files represent variously sucessful attempts at multiple source
document integration. Vendors do not always implement the 'EPS standard" of prefix and suffix code
in the same way. Also many pathological algorithms are constructed within some PostScript files. While
these constructs are not fatal to the execution of an EPS file in stand alone mode, these pathological
algorithms are often fatal to themselves or the parent PostScript code when integration is attempted by
inclusion of the stand alone EPS file. Programmers failing to adequately understand device independent
PostScript programming constructs, create EPS files that rarely behave as desired either in a stand alone
mode of printing, or within the context of some other document (for more on this subject, see chapter
three "Writing Device-independent PostScript," from the book Real World PostScript, edited by Stephen
F. Roth, and published by Addison-Wesley, ISBN 0-201-06663-7).
When poorly constructed or incompletely implemented EPS files are merged at the PostScript
level, their page layout algorithms often end up in a battle for control of the printer. Results usually take
one of the following forms: (a) all lose the battle for control, and nothing prints; (b) one wins, and is the
only document component to print; (c) one wins conditionally, with the winner's output offset, skewed
or upset on the page with some or none of the other components printing; (d) the printer "locks up" and
runs the combined PostScript programs in an infinite loop (i.e. no output), (e) other.
The EPS standard is more of a hoped-and-prayed-for-standard, rather than a real operational
standard. Thus final electronic "paste up" and electronic integration at the PostScript level is not always
possible, and is not included or supported on this CDROM.
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APPENDIX B
SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR/SIDE LOOKING
AIRBORNE RADAR (SAR/SLAR) INFORMATIONAL
INSERTS FROM EROS DATA CENTER
USGS, SIOUX FALLS, SD 57198 USA

In this section, informational inserts delivered with the SAR/SLAR data will be repeated to
assist user reference and establish SAR/SLAR data pedigree. SAR/SLAR data for the Yucca Mountain
Nevada site was delivered on 9-track. 6250 magnetic tape.
NOTE: The SAR/SLAR image files are stored on the CDROM as described in the following pages, but
with one important but simple exception. SAR/SLAR image files were delivered from the USGS in a raw
format with no geometric or cartographic corrections. In order for the SAR/SLAR images to be
manipulated correctly by ARC/INFO and non-ARC/INFO users, scan line order of the files was inverted.
The first scan-line of the original file became the last. and the last became the first; the second scan-line
became the next-to-last, and the next-to-last became the second scan line; and etc. throughout the entire
length of the file. Annotation information documented below is now stored in the last scan-line of the
SAR/SLAR image files. Also, annotation information was extracted and stored as inactive ASCII
comment components in the SAR/SLAR * . hdr image header parameter files.
The following pages are USGS inserts shipped with the SAR/SLAR image files. These pages
are reproduced verbatim to preserve the context and detailed contents of this reference, and for the
convenience of the user.
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Mariposa, CA, and Las Vegas, NV. EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, SD 57198.
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SGEOLOGICAL AURVEY
EER 0S Data venter
Sioux Falls. South Dakota 5-198

Dear Customer:
Side-Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR) data is a valuable tool for Earth Science
investigations. Along with aerial photographs and other types of remotely
sensed data, they are used by geologists, hydrologists, cartographers, and
other scientists to study the surface of the Earth. SLAR images are an
important addition to conventional data because they provide a unique
perspective that can enhance interpretation of complex geologic structures
when used with geologic and topographic maps, aerial photographs, satellite
images, and field investigations.
SLAR systems can be aimed to achieve specific results and their oblique
illumination enhances detection of subtle surface geologic features. The
unique property of being operational day or night and the ability to penetrate
cloud cover make SLAR an even more versatile system.
Enclosed is a brief explanation of how a SLAR system works and useful tips on
interpreting SLAR data.
The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) has acquired SLAR data for more than
40 percent of the conterminous United States and more than 15 percent of
Alaska. This data is available to the public. Enclosed is a map showing area
of coverage and other information on the SLAR program.
For more information about SLAR products available over your area, call
(605) 594-6151, or write:
U.S. Geological Survey
EROS Data Center
Customer Services
Sioux Falls, SD 57198-0001
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U.S. Deoartment of the Interior
U.S. Geological Survey
Earth Science
Information Center (ESIC)

Prccuct Announcement

Side-Looking
Airborne Radar (SLAR)
Data on CD-ROM
T'-.00

FfRA

Ho SLAR iag are acau red.

Area of coverage

Various 1:250,000-scale maps of areas in the United States. (For a complete list of cities and States covered, see the reverse side of this form.)

Contents

The CD-ROM contains digital files of the SLAR data strips for the named
1:250,000-scale quadrangle usually covering 10 of latitude by 2° of
longitude (more in Alaska).
SLAR is an electronic image-producing system that derives its name from
the radar beam that is transmitted perpendicular to the ground track of the
aircraft acquiring the data. This results in an illuminated view of the terrain
that enhances subtle surface features and often facilitates interpretation.
SLAR images are useful to earth resource scientists and managers
involved in mineral and energy exploration; earth hazards studies: and
geologic, hydrologic, cartographic, and engineering applications.
SLAR provides its own source of illumination in the form of microwave
energy; thus, images can be obtained either day or night. Because SLAR
penetrates most clouds, it can be used to prepare image base maps of
perpetually cloud-covered areas of the world where collecting conventional
aerial photographs is impractical, such as over the Aleutian Arc of Alaska.
IMDISP, a public domain display software package compatible with PCDOS, is provided on the CD-ROM under the software subdirectory. For
documentation read IMDISP.DOC file.

Price

$32 each.

Hardware

Requires a CD-ROM reader with software drivers that read ISO-9660
formatted CD-ROM's.

Inforrnation

Sioux Falls-ESIC
EROS Data Center
Sioux Falls, SD 57198
605-594-6151

Specific areas of coverage

CD-ROM's are available of SLAR data stq for the following 1:250,000scale quadrangles:
Apalachicola, Florida
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Breton Sound, Louisiana
Clifton, Arizona and New Mexico
Douglas, Arizona and New Mexico
Ft. Pierce, Florida
Great Bend, Kansas
Hutchinson, Kansas
Jacksonville, Flonda and Georgia
Lake Charles, Louisiana and Texas (north look)
Lake Charles, Louisiana and Texas, east half (southeast look)
Lake Charles, Louisiana and Texas, east half (west look)
Macon, Georgia
Moab, Utah and Colorado
Mobile, Alabama, Louisiana, and Mississippi
Montgomery, Alabama
New Orleans, Louisiana
Phenix City, Alabama and Georgia
Poplar Bluff, Missoun'
Port Arthur, Louisiana
Pratt, Kansas
Racine, Illinois and Wisconsin only (Michigan excluded)
Rockford, Illinois
Russellville, Arkansas'
St. Louis, Missouri and Illinois
St. Petersburg, Florida
Santa Rosa, California
Silver City, Arizona and New Mexico
Tallahassee, Florida, Georgia, and Alabama
Tooele, Utah
Tupelo, Mississippi, Alabama, and Tennessee
Ukiah, California
Valdosta, Georgia and Florida
West Point, Mississippi and Alabama
Wichita, Kansas
Yakutat, Alaska and Canada*
SLAR mosaics of the following western area quadrangles are all on one
CD-ROM; individual strips are not included':
Las Vegas, Nevada
Mariposa, California
Pendleton, Oregon
Ritzville, Washington
Walla Walla, Washington
'Expenmental demonstration CD-ROM's.
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SLAR DIGITAL DATA FILE SPECIFICATIONS
A SLAR CCT is an unlabeled, labeled or ANSI Standard labeled tape having
fixed-length records. The first record in a CCT file will be the ASCII
annotation record. The length of the annotation record will be the same
length as the other physical records in the file. After each file on a CCT a
SINGLE tape mark will indicate the end of the file, TWO tape marks indicate
the end of volume.
If a numeric (I) value is shorter than the field, then the value is aligned
right and unused positions filled with blanks (indicated on examples by b).
If an alphanumeric (A) value is shorter than the field, then the value is
aligned left and unused positions filled with blanks. Descriptions in quotes
define the specific ASCII characters coded in the field:
I = Integer
A = Alphanumeric
F - Floating point
If a tape has an annotation header record it would look like one of the
attached examples. The annotation record can be used to determine number of
lines and samples. Bytes 5-8 are number of bytes per logical record
(samples). Bytes 9-14 are number of logical records per file (lines). Note:
A tape mapper can also be used.
The image is in raw byte format (no geometric corrections are applied).
or LAS can be used to display the image.
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Annotation Record

Byte
Numbers

1.

1- 4

2.

5 -

3.

9 - 14

4.

a

Field Description

Format

Data identification where
SLAR - Side-looking airborne radar
Number of bytes/logical record

14

Number of logical records/file

16 (On some early
CCTs this field
has erroneous
data, i.e. - 1)

15 - 16

Number of logical records/physical
record (blocking factor)

12

5.

17 - 40

Name of acquisition facility

6.

41 - 52

A12
Project-Roll-Frame - PPPPPPRRFFFF
where:
P * Project title acronym
(left Justify and zero fill)
EXAMPLE:
R * Roll number (01-99) Right Justify
901100021021
F * Frame number (0001-9999) Right Justify
(Roll and frame number define unique
flightilne - do not use dashes)

A24

I

18

7.

53 - 60

Date of CCT creation * bbYY1ID0
where:
YY - Last 2 digits of year (00-99)
MM* Month of the year (01-12)
DO - Day of the month (01-31)

8.

61 - 68

Date of data acquisition * bbYYMMD0
where:
YT * Last 2 digits of year (00-99)
Me - Month of the year (01-12)
DO - Day of the month (01-31)

Is

9.

69 - 72

Range - XXXX
where:
XXXX * 'Near' range or
'Far' range

A4
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10.

11.

73 - 76

77 - 84

Look direction = XXbb
where:
'N' (north
XX
'NE' (northeast)
'E' (east)
'SE' (southeast)
'SW' (southwest)
'W' (west)
'HW' (northwest)
Start latitude of aircraft collection
ground track * LDOMMSSb
where:
L 'N' north (+)
'S' south (-)

A4

A8

00 = degrees (00-90)
MM = minutes (00-59)

SS = seconds (00-59)
12.

85 - 92

Start longitude of aircraft collection
ground track

LDOOMMSS

*

where:
L * 'E' east

+

'WU west

_

A8

ODD - degrees (000-180)
MM - minutes (00-59)
SS - seconds (00-59)
13.

14.

93 - 100

101 - 108

End latitude of aircraft collection
ground track - LDDMM'SSb
where:
L - 'N' north (+)
'S' south (-)
00 - degrees 00-90)
MM - minutes 00-59)
SS - seconds (00-9)
End longitude of aircraft collection
ground track - LDDOMMSS
where:
L - 'E' east (+)
'W' west (-)
DOD = degrees (000-180)
MM = minutes (00-59)
SS = seconds (00-59)

A8

A8
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109 - 116

15.

Radar frequ ency

W avel enqth

Frequency

P
UHF

135-77 cm

- - IMHz
ZZU- I Iju rv

L

Ku
K

30-15
1 5-7.5
7.5-3.75
3.75-2.40
2.40-1.67
1.67-1.18

Ka

1.18-0.75

Band
where:
1
X

I 00-30

S
C
x

16.

117 - 120

'BANOb'43

'BANOb'XXX

Polarity

3001,0002,0004.0008,00012,50018,000-

1,00C
2,00C I
4,001
8,00(
12,5( 00
18,5( 00
26,5i100

26,500- 40,01)00

XXbb

A4

where:

XX = 'HH' (horizontally transmitted,

horizontally received)
(vertically transmitted,
vertically received)
(horizontally transmited,
vertically received)
'VH' (vertically transmitted,
horizontally received)

14

17.

121 - 124

Pixel size, along-track in meters

18.

125 - 128

Pixel size, across-track in meters

19.

129 - 132

Bits/pixel

20.

133 - 136

Swath width in kilometers on ground

137 -148

Image offset in kilometers from nadir

F12.3

21.

149 - 156

Altitude in feet above ground level

18

22.
23.

157 - 160

Depression angle

24.

161 - 164

25.

I4
14
F4. I (00 . 0)

14

Original signal storage method = Xbbb
where:
X - '-' (digital)
'0' (optical analog)

A4

165 - 168

Flightline spacing in kilometers

14

169 - 188

General weather conditions

A20

26.

IN - 208

1:250,000 quadrangle name

A20

27.

A
W

NV
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Beginning with FY90 Contract the following fields were added to the
Annotation Record
28.

209 - 216

Latitude of first pixel in
digital file = LDOMMSSb
where:
L a IN' north (+)
'S' south (-)
DO - degrees 00-90)
MM a minutes 00-59)
SS - seconds 00-59)

29.

217 - 224

Longitude of first pixel in
digital file - LDDDMMSS
where:
L = 'E'east (+)
'W'west (-)
DOD = degrees (OOC-180)
MM = minutes (00-59)
SS = seconds (00-59)

30.

225 - 232

Latitude of last pixel in
digital file - LDDMMSSb
where:
L * 'N' north +
'SI south _
DO * degrees 00-90
MM * minutes 00-59
SS - seconds 00-59

31.

233 - 240

Longitude of last pixel in
digital file - LDDDMMSS
where:
L a 'E'east (+)
'W'west (-)
degrees (000-180)
*
DO
MM - minutes (00-59)
SS - seconds (00-59)

241 -

Blank fill to physical record size

A8

A8

A8

A8

